
BLESSED ARE WE, WITH STALWARTS GUIDING US : 
 

 

Shri Punam Suri 

President, DAV College Managing Committee, New Delhi 

 

Torch Bearer of DAV Fraternity 
 

A well known media personality, Managing Editor of Daily Milap, acquainted with the 

latest information technology, a staunch Arya Samajist, an illustrious grandson of 

Mahatma Anandswami (Mahashaya Khushal Chand). 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Shri R. S. Sharma 

General Secretary, DAV College Managing Committee, New Delhi 

 
 

Icon of Peace, Love and Compassion 

 

An educationist of repute, Shri. R.S. Sharma is one of the most exemplary role models of 

the present time. His immense knowledge that knows no bounds is so awe inspiring. 

We are blessed to have him as the father figure of DAVCMC. 



 

 

Shri Prabodh Mahajan 

Vice President, DAV College Managing Committee, New Delhi 

Chairman – Local Managing Committee 

 
Shri Prabodh Mahajan, is a Business Consultant, Civic Activist and Social Environmentalist. He is 

extremely passionate and deeply involved in the Reformation that is taking place in the Indian System of 

Education. He is a staunch supporter of the Vedic system of education. 

Shri. Prabodh Mahajan vociferously champions for the cause of quality education. His thrust has always 

been on providing the best to the children in DAV schools across the country. He strongly advocates that 

children are the torch bearers of the nation and hence all the efforts and endeavours should focus only on 

them. 

Shri Prabodh Mahajan intensely believes in the propagation of the DAV Movement, which is the 

confluence of the East and the West. His profound knowledge of the Vedas and Vedic Culture has 

provided an impetus to the movement which is to rekindle the spirit of Indianness and Values in each one 

of us. 

He has  chaired  significant  positions  and  has  widely  travelled  to  U.S.A., Canada, Japan  and 

European Countries. 



 

 

Shri. Mahesh Chopra 

Honourary Treasurer, DAV College Managing Committee 

Manager, D.A.V. Public School, Thane 
 

Shri.Mahesh  Chopraji  is  a  reputed  educationist ,  associated  with  DAV  Institutions  and   Arya 

Samaj. After a marathon innings  in  academics  he  took  over  as  the  Honorary  Treasurer.  He 

continues with the responsibility of leading and guiding in the DAV mission. His name stands 

for all that is worthy  of  emulation.  He,  who  has  stressed  the  growth  and  

DAV movement for several decades, has much to offer and inspire. 

development of the 

 

He has been honoured by the DAV College Managing Committee on the occasion of Mahatma 

Hansraj Day in 1995 for his contribution to the cause of DAV and Education. 
 

 

 

 

Shri. Jose Kurian 

Regional Officer, DAV Institutions (Western Region) 
 

Principal, DAV Public School, Nerul 

Honourable Shri. Jose Kurien has been designated as the Regional Director of DAV Institutions, Western 

Region. An eminent educationist, a symbol of quality having a far - sighted vision of the future, Sir is 

instrumental in leading DAV Public School, Nerul to its present glory. A great leader with a dynamic 

personality he maintains cordial and respectful relationships with both teachers and students. Sir has 

always guided the DAV Institutions with his meticulous planning, spiritual inclination, sincere 

commitment and exemplary conduct in pursuit of excellence. Under his guidance DAV Institutions will 

achieve higher pinnacles of glory with a blend of Science & Technology and Vedic Values. 


